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The neural signals in visual cortex associated
with positional
disparity
and contrast
texture correlation
of binocular
images are the subject of this study. We have analyzed
the
effects of stereoscopically
presented
luminous bars and of
dynamic random-dot
patterns on the activity of single neurons in cortical visual areas Vl, V2, and V3-V3A of the alert,
visually trained rhesus macaque.
The interpretation
of the
results and considerations
of possible
neural mechanisms
led us to recognize
2 functional
sets of stereoscopic
neurons. (1) A set of neurons, tuned excitatory
(TO) or tuned
inhibitory
(TI), which respond
sharply to images of zero or
near-zero
disparity.
Objects at or about the horopter
drive
the TO neurons
and suppress
the TI, while objects nearer
and farther have the opposite effects on each type, inhibition
of the TO and excitation
of the TI. The activity of these neurons may provide, in a reciprocal
way, the definition
of the
plane of fixation, and the basic reference for binocular single
vision and depth discrimination.
(2) A second set of neurons
includes
tuned excitatory
at larger crossed
or uncrossed
disparities
(TN/TF) and neurons with reciprocal
excitatory
and inhibitory disparity sensitivity with cross-over
at the horopter (NE/FA).
Binocularly
uncorrelated
image contrast
drives these neurons to a maintained
level of activity, which
shifts, in response to correlated
images, toward facilitation
or suppression
as a function of positional
disparity.
These
neurons
may operate
in the neural processing
leading to
stereopsis,
both coarse and fine, and also provide signals
for the system controlling
binocular
vergence. These results
indicate that cortical visual neurons are binocularly
linked
to respond to the relative position and contrast of the images
over their receptive
fields, and also that both these aspects
of binocular
stimulation
may be utilized
by the brain as a
source of stereoscopic
information.
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The brain utilizes the signalsfrom the 2 eyes to recover the
relative depth of objects.Wheatstone (1838) first demonstrated
that a difference, or disparity, in the relative horizontal position
of the object’s imagesin the 2 eyescan generatean impression
of depth and solidity. Julesz(1960, 1971)later showedby means
of random-dot stereogramsthat binocular disparity is the sufficient cue for stereoscopicdepth perception. Physiological evidence indicates that a substantial number of neurons in the
striate cortex (Vl) of the alert macaque signal the horizontal
positional disparity of retinal images(Poggioand Fischer, 1977;
Poggio, 1980, 1984; Poggio and Talbot, 1981; Poggio et al.,
1985b). Disparity-sensitive neuronshave been identified in all
extrastriate cortical visual areasof the macaque,from V2 to V5,
and in even higher proportion than in Vl (Hubel and Wiesel,
1970;Poggioand Fischer, 1977; Maunsell and Van Essen,1983;
Poggio, 1984, 1985; Poggioet al., 1985a,b; Burkhalter and Van
Essen, 1986; Felleman and Van Essen,1987; Hubel and Livingstone, 1987). We refer to theseneuronscollectively as “stereoscopic” neuronson the conjecture that their responsereflects
the early cortical processingleading to binocular depth perception.
During normal vision, left and right receptive fields of a single
neuron superimposein visual spaceat different distancesfrom
the eye as a function of their relative positions in the field of
view, i.e., receptive field disparity (Barlow et al., 1967; Joshua
and Bishop, 1970). Thus, receptive fields that occupy topographically correspondingparts of the 2 retinas, that is, fields
with zero disparity, will superimposeat the distance of convergent fixation (at the horopter), whereaspairs of receptive
fields that occupy noncorrespondingretinal regionswill superimpose at nearer or farther distances,on opposite sidesof the
horopter. Accordingly, the pair of receptive fields of a single
cortical neuron sometimeswill “see” the identical, or nearly
identical, concurrent imagesof a singleobject in depth but more
often, when no object is present at the depth location of their
binocular overlap, the 2 receptive fields will “see” imagesof
different objects.
The responseproperties of visual neurons, from retina to
cortex, are determined by the relation between the configurational aspectsof the visual image and the organization of the
neuron’s receptive field. Cortical visual neurons are typically
binocular and receive an input from both eyesthrough receptive
fields of similar organization (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968, 1977;
Schiller et al., 1976b;Maske et al., 1984; Skottun and Freeman,
1984). The stimulus conditions that evoke uniquely binocular
responses-the binocular stimuli-rest on the relations between
imagesand receptive fields in the 2 eyes.“Positional disparity”
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describes the relative position of an object’s images in the 2 eyes
as determined
by the geometry of binocular vision. Positional
disparity is zero when left and right images occupy topographically corresponding
positions in each retina. Following our convention (Poggio and Fischer, 1977), disparities associated with
objects farther than the distance of fixation are given positive
values (uncrossed disparities), and those associated with objects
nearer than fixation are given negative values (crossed disparities). Various aspects of the images, other than position, may
have the same or different binocular
configuration
(temporal,
textural, chromatic, etc.), not all necessarily contributing
to the
stereoscopic process (Livingstone
and Hubel, 1987). “Image
correlation”
describes the relation between the configuration
of
the images in the 2 eyes. In this paper, it refers strictly to the
luminous contrast texture ofdynamic random-dot patterns, either
the same in the 2 eyes (image correlation)
or not (image uncorrelation).
Clearly, position and texture are operationally
interacting aspects of binocular stimulation,
and positionally
disparate stimuli are uncorrelated
for neurons with topographically
corresponding
fields and corresponding
stimuli are uncorrelated
for neurons with disparate fields. We shall speak of “binocular
correlation”
and “binocular
uncorrelation”
to indicate the conditions in which identical images occupy- or do not-spatially
matched receptive fields in the 2 eyes.
We have attempted to further our understanding
of the dynamics of operation of cortical stereoscopic neurons by identifying the components of the neural signal associated with image correlation
and those associated with positional
image
disparity. Observations were made in alert, visually trained rhesus macaques; disparity sensitivity of single cortical neurons
was assessed with a luminous bar whose configuration
was adjusted to evoke “optimal”
responses; correlation sensitivity was
tested with dynamic random-dot
stereopairs with identical or
mismatched dot patterns delivered to the 2 eyes. We found that
a substantial proportion
of neurons in the visual cortex of the
macaque monkey, increasing in number from Vl to V2 and
V3-V3A,
signal by their impulse activity the direction and magnitude of horizontal
retinal disparity of binocular images (disparity sensitivity).
Moreover,
many cortical neurons in the 3
areas give differential
responses, excitatory and inhibitory,
to
the “same” and the “not-same”
contrast texture of the images
over their receptive fields in the 2 eyes (correlation
sensitivity).
Neurons with these stereoscopic properties are thought to provide the basic signals for binocular
depth vision. Preliminary
findings have been presented elsewhere (Poggio et al., 1985a;
Gonzalez et al., 1986).

Materials and Methods
Experiments were made in male Mucuca mufuttaweighing 3-5 kg. The
monkeys were trained to execute a fixation/detection task in an apparatus in which the animal’s left and right eyes saw separate display
screens. A PDPl1/34A minicomputer was used to regulate and monitor
the animal’s behavioral task, to control visual stimulation, and to collect
behavioral and electrophysiological data (Poggio and Talbot, 198 1). A
behavioral trial began with presentation of the fixation target, was continued if the animal closed a signal key within a few hundred milliseconds, and was terminated if the animal released the key within a limited
time after a change in target configuration. Each correct detection was
rewarded with a drop of water. Criteria of 90% correct detections or
better were reached by successive approximations, and trained animals
performed 1000-l 300 trials during a recording session of 4-6 hr. Stereoscopic and monocular test stimuli were delivered during the periods
of maintained eye fixation. They were used to determine the functional
properties of cortical visual neurons; they did not control behavior as
the target did.

Two to three weeks before beginning the recording experiment, a
head-holding device was cemented to the skull in an aseptic surgical
procedure under pentobarbital anesthesia. Final training was conducted
with the head fixed, and on its completion a short, cylindric stainless
steel chamber (10 mm diameter) was mounted over the visual cortex
of the left hemisphere under general anesthesia. Daily recording sessions
started several days later, when the animal had recovered from surgery.
The electrical signs of the impulses discharged by cortical neurons were
recorded from extracellular positions with platinum/iridium
glass-coated microelectrodes (Wolbarsht et al., 1960) carried by a Chubbuck
microdrive and inserted via the oil-filled, hydraulically closed chamber
and through the intact dura into the occipital cortex. Eye position was
routinely monitored with an infrared cornea1 reflex system (Motter and
Poggio, 1984). When thickening of the dura mater made successful
microelectrode penetrations unlikely (34 weeks), the experiment was
continued on the right hemisphere after mounting a new recording
chamber over the visual cortex.
Visual stimulation. Fields of dynamic random dots were generated
on 2 CRT displays (Hewlett-Packard, model 13 11) at 67 frames/set (15
msec frametime). The positions of the dots on the 2 screens were controlled by a computer-driven digital display generator (Jules2 et al.,
1976). The display was constructed as a 100 x 100 dot raster subtending
lo” at the monkey’s eye (0.1” interdot separation, 100 dots/deg2). It was
made up of “bright” (intensified) and “dark” pixels in different relative
proportions. The bright/dark dot density could be selected, and the mean
luminance of the display was linearly related to dot density between 0.6
cd/m2 (bright dot density = 1%) and 14.4 cd/m* (bright dot density =
100%). The luminance of the blank screen was not measurable with our
detector.
During the course of the electrode penetration, binocular and monocular stimuli were presented within the monkey’s field of view during
the periods of maintained eye fixation. Frequent determinations of the
response properties of the neurons encountered were made by listening
to and visually monitoring the ongoing activity, while moving under
manual control a luminous bar of 100% dot density, adjusted in size
and orientation for each neuron to evoke the subjectively judged “optimal” binocular response. The 2-dimensional (2D) location of this
response was taken as the center of the “response field,” and for each
field location, the fixation target was shifted to a new position such that
the current response field was centered on the center of the CRT display.
Field location was repeatedly checked on the unresolved multiunit activity of small clusters of cells and on the impulse activity of each isolated
neuron. A coarse determination of the size of the response field was
also made for a number of cells. Together with the response field topography, certain 2D properties of the neurons (orientation and direction selectivities) and ocular dominance were routinely assessed and
recorded.
Two aspects of the S-dimensional properties of cortical neurons were
evaluated: horizontal disparity selectivity and binocular correlation sensitivity. (1) Positionaldisparity selectivity was determined with moving
or flashing “optimal” bars presented stereoscopically (solid figure stereograms) against a blank or a random-dot background (Poggio and Talbot,
198 1). For each neuron in this study a disparity selectivity profile was
constructed as described below (see Data analysis). For many of these
neurons, the responses to dynamic random-dot stereograms (Julesz,
1960, 1971) were also recorded. (2) Image correlation sensitivity was
assessed with dynamic random-dot stereopairs (correlograms) (Julesz
et al., 1976; Tyler and Julesz, 1976, 1978) in which the random pattern
of dots within a test area centered over the neuron’s binocular receptive
field was made to alternate from identical in the 2 eyes (correlation) to
different (uncorrelation). Test areas of the size and orientation of the
selected bar were used, but the neuron’s sensitivity was usually evaluated
with larger square or rectangular patterns (1.0”-4.0” side); the background subtended lo” and was seen identically by both eyes. The binocularly uncorrelated central test areas were produced in 2 ways. The
jirst method used synchronized and independent random-dot sequences
of identical dot densities, one sequence for the left screen, one for the
right. The relative densities of bright and dark dots determine the average luminance of the display and govern the average number of spatially corresponding and noncorresponding dots seen by the 2 eyes. The
second method employed synchronized sequences of 50% dot density,
the left and the right dot sequences each being the complement of the
other: Each bright dot in one eye is matched with a dark dot in the
other eye (anticorrelation or negative correlation). This condition of
stimulation is illustrated in Figure 1, where the correlated and anticorrelated test areas are outlined for emphasis with a white line. The white
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image correlation

LEFT EYE

RIGHT EYE

image anticorrelation
line did not, of course, appear on the display. Nearly all neurons were
tested with stereopatterns of anticorrelation (mean luminance 7.0 cd/
m2), as well as with randomly uncorrelated fields, with the density of
bright dots from 1 to 50%.
Human subjects who look at uncorrelated patterns in our apparatus
generally experience a compelling illusion of depth, the uncorrelated
square seen usually “near,” in front of the surrounding correlated background. When horizontal disparity, whether crossed or uncrossed, is
introduced between the 2 uncotrelated squares, the subject sees the
square become wider and “rectangular” in appearance, suggesting that
left and right fields are not fused but superimposed. This is confirmed
by the fact that when the uncorrelated dot patterns of 2 disparate squares
are made identical (correlated), the square again is seen “square” and
nearer or farther than the background depending on the sign of the
disparity. A similar phenomenon has been described by O’Shea and
Blake (1986).
Data analysis. Positional disparity sensitivity was evaluated for each
neuron with luminous bars moving in frontoparallel paths with various
degrees of horizontal disparity and/or with stationary flashing stimuli
as well. Plots of the binocular responses evoked by a series of stimuli
with crossed, zero, and uncrossed disparities provided a disparity selectivity profile for the neuron. Estimates of the average magnitude of
the neural response and ofits variability were made from impulse counts
and expressed as impulses/set. These estimates were obtained from at
least 10-20 responses collected during the course of 4-6 successive

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of
random-dot correlograms. The monkey, its head firmly held, views 2 display screens(LEFTEYE, RIGHTEYE)
separately with each eye. Fields of dynamic random dots were generated on
the 2 screens and binocular correlograms were produced by making the dot
patterns over a central area on each
screen different from each other, either
by using 2 independent random-dot sequences or by switching the pattern on
one screen to be the complement of the
pattern on the other screen. The stereofields shown in this figure illustrate
this latter condition, with the test area
outlined for emphasis by a white line,
which, of course, did not appear on the
display: In A, the dot patterns seen by
the left and right eyes are identical (image correlation). In B, the patterns over
a central square of the stereofields are
the complement of each other (image
anticorrelation); the surrounding background remains binocularly correlated.
Neural sensitivity for binocular correlation is tested by alternating uncorrelated central stereo images over the
neuron’s receptive fields several times
during the period of maintained eye fixation.

fixation trials. For each test series, a single counting period bracketing
the response maximum was used with its time position and duration
(200-500 msec) selected by visual inspection of rasters of the impulse
sequences, and frequently also from poststimulus time histograms. Differential responses of single neurons to binocular correlation and uncorrelation were usually strong and unambiguous, and qualitative estimates of excitation or inhibition could be made directly from visual
inspection of the impulse sequences.
Microelectrode penetrations through the visual cortex: recording characteristics. Microelectrode penetrations were made in the dorsal striate
cortex and underlying extrastriate cortex and were directed into the
occipital lobe with an oblique approach nearly perpendicular to the
cortical surface, about 45” from the sagittal plane and 45” behind the
vertical. The penetrations were conducted by slowly advancing (withdrawing) the recording probe while continuously listening to and visually
monitoring the ongoing neural activity. Frequent notations were made
of the properties of the neural recording and of the associated electrode
depth (micrometer). The first recorded event in the penetration is the
large drop in electrical impedence that occurs when the electrode’s tip
leaves the oil-filled chamber to make contact with the dura mater. Next,
an attempt is made to identify the top of Vl by detecting signs of neural
activity, both unitary spikes and slow waves. As the electrode advances
through the striate cortex, it is usually possible to recognize, about 1000
pm below the estimated cortical surface, a region of dense multiunit
activity discharging in a sustained fashion, not orientation selective, and
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Table 1. Number of neurons studied in each area of each monkey
that were sensitive to positional disparity (DSP) and to binocular
image correlation (COR)
Disparity
sensitivity
Area
Vl

Total
v2
Total
V3-V3A
Total
Grand total

Monkev

DSP/
TOT

%
DSP

0.14
0.31
0.59
0.63
0.25
0.41
0.07

24/66
28/70
57/131
29159
37/75
34/64
20137
229/502
34/52
27/42
61/94
40152
1 l/12
5 l/64
341/660

36
40
44
49
49
53
54

0.41
0.07
0.41
0.07

65
64

(51.7)

Correlation
sensitivity
cow
TOT
15/41
22/47
19/66
1 l/34
17/52
18/31
12/24
114/295
11/21
17/33
28154
14/26
216
16/32
158/381

%
COR
36
46
29
32
33
58
50

tions, shrinkage factors were calculated for each block of brain, separately for the 3 dimensions. For the 4 hemispheres of the 2 “principal”
monkeys, average total shrinkage was 23, 28, and 30% (2 blocks).
In our experience, electrolytic lesions made more than 3 weeks before
the death of the animal are difficult to identify in thionin-stained sections. Moreover, the distortion of tissue during embedding, and especially the irregular widening of sulci, make measurements of depth in
infolded cortex uncertain. All of the electrolytic lesions we were able to
recognize were used in our reconstructions, but the identification of the
position and direction of the penetrations in the brain was in general
derived indirectly. First, the sections deemed to contain each penetration were identified from measurements made on the surface map. Then,
the location of the penetration was calculated and marked on drawings
of the sections. Finally, estimates of the location of the recording sites
within the brain were obtained by correlation of the anatomical measurements with the physiological landmarks and functional properties
that could be identified during the recording session.

Results
52
51
54

(41.5)

driven by stimulation of one eye and not the other. This location is in
layer IVc (Poggio et al., 1977). After traversing the infragranular layers
of V 1, often characterized by strong and consistent responses to visual
stimulation, the electrode enters the underlying white matter; all cellular
activity subsides and the record becomes flat. The thickness of the active
region just traversed (Vl) was usually 1500-1600 pm. When moving
through white matter, the electrode recorded from time to time the
characteristic initially positive spikes of isolated single fibers and, after
a gap of 400-600 pm, reached the deep layers of area V2 in the posterior
bank of the lunate sulcus. The extent of this second region of cellular
activity varied from penetration to penetration. It was still present after
3000-4000 pm of travel when the penetration passed through the fold
of the cortex at the fundus of the lunate sulcus. More frequently, however, area V2 activity extended some 1000-1200 pm; beyond this, the
record became again flat and unresponsive. The width of this second
gap varied over a wide range, but in general after 500-1000 pm of
silence an unresolved multiunit activity and single neuron impulses
could be recorded once again and visual responses could be readily
evoked. Correlation between the anatomical reconstructions and the
physiological landmarks encountered during the penetration indicated
that this cellular region was the cortex of the anterior bank of the lunate
sulcus, and thus likely to include areas V3 and V3A (see Results).
Anatomicalident&ation of microelectrode
penetrahons.
On tLe day
after the last recording session, the monkey was anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital injected intravenously and a number of reference
pins (3-6) inserted into the brain at selected coordinates in each recording chamber, and in a direction parallel to that of the microelectrode
penetrations. For the 2 “principal” monkeys of this study (see Results),
the animal was perfused with 0.9% PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde in 0.15 M phosphate buffer. For the 5
“supporting”
monkeys the brain was not perfused but was removed
from the skull and fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered formalin for several
days. The brains of all animals were blocked and embedded in celloidin;
serial sections were cut at 20 pm, mounted, and stained with thionine
1%.
Immediately after perfusion or death of the animal, the brain was
exposed, and photographs were taken of the region of cortex explored,
with the plane of the film perpendicular to the reference pins. A surface
map of the points of entry of the microelectrodes into the cortex was
obtained for each hemisphere by projecting a template of the micropositioner coordinates, scaled and appropriately oriented, onto enlarged
photographs (10 x) of the brain surface. From measurements of the
distance between reference pins on the surface map and on the histological sections, as well as of measurements of the position within the
cortex of the recognizable electrolytic lesions made during the penetra-

The neuron sample for this study was obtained from 2 “principal” monkeys in which areas V 1, V2, and V3-V3A were stud-

ied in the sameanimal, frequently in the samepenetration, and
from 5 “supporting”

monkeys

in which

only the properties

of

neurons in area V 1 were investigated. In the 2 principal monkeys, 83 penetrations were made in area Vl of 4 hemispheres;
61 of these penetrations extended to area V2, and 30 reached
the anterior bank of the lunate sulcus(V3-V3A). Certain basic
2D responseproperties (responsefield location, ocularity, orientation, and direction sensitivities) were qualitatively determined for several hundred neurons in area V 1, for 172 in V2,
and 118 in V3-V3A. A subsetof theseneurons was tested for
the stereoscopicproperties of disparity sensitivity and of correlation sensitivity: 101 and 55 in V 1, 94 and 54 in V2, and 64
and 32 in V3-V3A, respectively. In the other 5 monkeys, 180
penetrations were made in V 1; disparity selectivity was determined for 401 neurons and correlation sensitivity for 240 of
them. Observationsmade in someof these5 animalshave been
described,in part, in previous publications (Poggio, 1984; Poggio et al., 1985b)
All responseproperties that we have analyzed, whether 2D
properties (orientation and direction selectivities) or 3D properties (disparity and correlation sensitivities)were qualitatively
similar in all cortical areasexplored and in all monkeys studied.
On the other hand, the frequency of occurrenceof stereoproperties in V 1 varied considerably from monkey to monkey, even
though topographically correspondingregionsof striate cortex
were explored in all animals. For this reason,we have analyzed
the 3 areasof interest in the sameanimal, and numerical comparisonsbetween neurons’ properties in Vl, V2, and V3-V3A
will be restricted to the 2-monkey group. Table 1 showsthe
number of disparity-sensitive neurons(DSP) and of correlation
sensitive neurons (COR) that were tested for each monkey in
each region of cortex.
Identification of cortical area of recording
The anatomical reconstruction of the site and direction of the
penetrations, the alternations of cortical and extracortical regions traversed by the electrode, and the “response field sequence” encounteredmake it possibleto assignneuronsto areas
with somedegreeof certainty. Area V 1 on the exposedsurface
of the occipital lobe is easily recognized by its superficial location, topographicorganization, and functional properties(Hube1and Wiesel, 1968; Poggio et al., 1977; Dow et al., 1981,
1985; Van Essenet al., 1984). Area V2 is adjacent to Vl and,
in the part of brain we have explored, occupies the medial
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surface of the occipital operculum, forming the posterior bank
of the lunate sulcus(Cragg, 1969;Zeki, 1969; Baizer et al., 1977;
Van Essenand Zeki, 1978; Lund et al., 1981; Gattass et al.,
1981; Van Essenet al., 1982, 1986). Neurons in area V2 have
receptive fields larger and more peripherally located than those
in the overlying Vl, often at similar elevations. In the deeper
cellular region (seeMaterials and Methods), the responsefield
shifts several degreesaway from the fields in V2, generally but
not always more eccentrically; the field’s size becomeslarger
and its extent is often difficult to define. The topography of this
region tends to be irregular and coarse,and the location of the

Figure 2. Anatomical reconstruction
of microelectrode tracks in the brain of
monkey 41-V. The positions of each
penetration and of the nuerons quantitatively studied within it are shown.
They were estimated on the basis of
several criteria: location of the point of
entry at the surface of the cortex, physiological landmarks (see text), and electrolytic lesions and track marks, generally found only in the hemisphere
explored last (right). Twenty-two out of
30 penetrations made in the left hemisphere were successfully reconstructed
(79 neurons), and 10 out of 20 in the
right hemisphere (56 neurons). These
track reconstructions provide only a
relative measure of the depth at which
the neurons were isolated in each cortical area, but they are reliable estimates
for the identification of the general position and of the area in which the neuron was located. The number above each
line representing the track is the penetration’s serial number; the number in
brackets at the side of each section is
the number of the section.

fields of successivelyisolated neuronsmay shift unpredictably,
often within short distancesof microelectrode travel. Figure 2
showsthe reconstruction of the sites of recording for left and
right hemispheresof one monkey (41-V). Figure 3 depicts 2
representative penetrationstogether with mapsof the positions
of the responsefields of cells successivelyisolated in the 3 cellular regions.
Neurons isolated in the deeper region were located in the
cortex of the anterior bank of the lunate sulcus.This region of
cortex is the lateral component of the third visual complex of
Zeki (1978a, b) and includes2 neighboring visual areas,V3 and
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Figure 3. Reconstruction of 2 representative penetrations in VI, V2, V3V3A in the left (A) and right(B) hemispheres of monkey 4 1-V, as outlined in
the insets. Measurements along the
electrode tract are shown on the right:
The stippled segments indicate regions
of cellular activity, and clear segments
the regions identified as white matter.
Each horizontal tick marks the depth at
which a neuron was isolated and the
location of its receptive field’s center
defined. The lower case letters identify
each of the fields with a different location or a group of fields with the same
location (VI). The receptive fields were
located in the lower visual field and their
centers positions are plotted marked
with dots in the middle of the figure.
The “response field sequence” for the
penetration is shown by connecting the
field center positions with continuous
line segments.
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V3A, the former medial and posterior to the latter (Cragg, 1969;
Zeki, 1978a, b; Van Essenand Zeki, 1978; Van Essenet al.,
1986; Felleman and Van Essen, 1987). Anteriorly, area V3A
borders with areaV4; posteriorly, areaV3 extendsto the fundus
of the lunate sulcus,where it adjoins area V2. The ventral vertical meridian is represented along the V3N3A border and the
horizontal meridian along the V2N3 boundary (Zeki and
Sandeman,
1976; Z&i, 1978a; Van Essenet al., 1986). There
are no cytoarchitectural boundariesbetween these2 areas,and

their cells have similar functional properties (Zeki, 1978a, b).
Area V3, however, can be distinguishedfrom the neighboring
cortex becauseof the presenceof heavily myelinated fibers in
layers 4-6 (Van Essenet al., 1986; Felleman and Van Essen,
1987). We have not determined the pattern of callosalconnections in the brains of our animals, nor have we stained our
sectionsfor myelin. Moreover, we have observedno differences
in the 2D or 3D functional properties of the neurons isolated
in this region. Therefore, we have consideredthe cortex we have
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explored in the anterior bank of the lunate sulcusas a single
region, the V3-V3A region, and have classifiedneurons to be
located within its boundaries when the following criteria were
met: anatomical reconstruction indicating as highly likely that
the penetration had reached the anterior bank of the lunate
sulcus;neuronswere isolated at depthsgreater than 3 mm from
the estimatedsurfaceof V 1; identification during the penetration
of 2 cellular regions as Vl and V2 and of 2 gaps(Vl/V2, and
below V2); neurons’responsefields located severaldegreesaway
from the fields recorded in the regions above; responsefields
often largein sizeand difficult to define; and unpredictable shifts
of receptive field location with small changesin electrode position or simultaneousrecording from the sameelectrode of 2
neurons whose field centers were several degreesapart. Figure
4 illustrates the abrupt change in eccentricity observed in the
“response field sequences”for 3 groups of penetrations traversing V 1, V2, and V3-V3A. For eachpenetration 3 representative field positions are shown, marked with different symbols
for each area.
The identification of the neurons’ location was lesscertain
for those few penetrations that passedthrough or very closeto

6

sponsefield sequences”
for 3 sets(AC) of penetrations
passing
throughareas
V 1, V2, and V3-V3A. For eachpenetration a representativefield position
wasdefinedfor eacharea,andit isshown
with differentsymbols(dot,square, star)
for eachof the 3 regions.The representative positionsof the fieldsin eachregion were obtainedby averagingthe
horizontal and vertical coordinatesof
the centersof all response
fieldsidentified in that region.

the fundus of the lunate sulcus,at or near the V2N3 border.
For some of these penetrations, the criterion listed above did
not apply, and we cannot exclude that someneurons assigned
to the V3-V3A region were actually located in area V2, or vice
versa. On the other hand, the number of cellspossibly classified
incorrectly was small, and all had similar functional properties.
Responses
to correlated and uncorrelated binocular images
A proportion of neurons in visual cortex, from 30 to 50% in
different monkeys (Table l), signal the state of binocular correlation for contrast texture by giving reciprocal responses,excitatory (activation) versus inhibitory (suppression),to the 2
opposite conditions. For any one neuron, the responseto uncorrelation is usually the more evident and may be regardedas
characteristic. Accordingly, we shall classify these“correlation
neurons” as“activation neurons” or “suppressionneurons” with
respectto their response-touncorrelation.
Figure 5 illustrates the impulse activity of 2 correlation neurons in V 1, one responding with activation, the other with
suppressionduring binocular presentation (B) of uncorrelated
stereopairs;the figure provides evidence of the binocular nature
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5. Replicas of impulse activity
during left (L) and right (R) monocular
viewing of a field of dynamic random
dots, and binocular(B) responses to dynamic random-dot correlograms for 2
neurons in area Vl (PH.3 1, MB.63). In
this and following similar illustrations,
each upstroke marks the occurrence of
an impulse, and each horizontal sequence of impulses
refersto a singlebehavioral fixation trial. Initially, the
monkeylooksat binocularlycorrelated
(C) stereofields,
andat Kit initiatesthe
trial by pullingthe rewardkey. After a
delayof 500msec(time0), thedot pattern within an areain themiddleof the
displaybecomesbinocularlyuncorrelated(U) andthenalternateswith acorrelatedareafor the periodof steadyeye
fixation. In theseexamples,the left and
right test fieldswerenegativelycorrelated;their sizesare given to the right
of the respectivebinocularrecord.For
eachstimulusconfigurationthe activity
recordedduring several(4-8) successivebehavioraltrialsisrepresented.
The
neuronswhoserecordsare illustrated
aboveresponded
with activation to uncorrelationbetweenleft and right patterns,while its binocularactivity was
suppressed
duringpresentationof correlatedpatterns.Theneuronwhoserecords are illustratedbelow responded
with suppression to binocularuncorrelation and with binocularfacilitation,
or activation,to correlatedimages.The
differencein impulseactivity during
monocularand binocular viewing is
quite evidentfor both neurons.
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of these responses.As expected, left or right eye monocular
display (L, R) of the random-dot field containing the respective
half of the correlogram does not modify the ongoing neural
activity. Correlated and uncorrelated binocular patterns, on the
other hand, evoke obvious binocular responses.For the example
shown in upper portion of Figure 5, uncorrelation (U) is associated with binocular facilitation, while correlation (C) is associated with suppression.The lower example illustrates the
opposite responsebehavior: binocular suppressionto uncorrelation and activation to correlation.
The number of correlation-sensitive neurons was similar in
Vl, V2, and V3-V3A, with an averageof 52%(Table 1; 2-monkey
sample).The relative proportion of activation and suppression
neurons varied considerably from one monkey to another, but
activation neurons were more frequent than suppressionneurons in all monkeys and in all areas.The activation:suppression
ratio for V 1 is 1.5: 1 (114 neurons), and it is slightly higher for
the smallersamplesfrom V2 and V3-V3A. There appearsto be
no differential distribution of correlation-sensitive neurons in
different cytoarchitectonic layersof areaV 1, and this is probably
true of V2 and V3-V3A also.
The size of the field of uncorrelation and the number of uncorrelated pixels within the binocular receptive field were not
important for evoking the effect, whether activation or suppression. For many neurons, correlation sensitivity was tested with
patterns of different sizes, from the size of the minimum responsefield, asestimated with narrow bright bars, to arbitrarily
large sizes. The responsefield associatedwith correlation was

0

U

500

C

1000

U

msec

usually largerthan the responsefield for contrast bars.In general,
an area of uncorrelated texture the size of the bar has little or
no effect, whereasareas several times that size evoke strong
responses.The 2 examples(A, B) in the upper part of Figure 6
(suppression)show that a neuron’s responsemay be largely independent of the size of the field of uncorrelation, even though
for somecells (B) the minimum effective size may be relatively
large. The rarely observedoccurrenceof an upper size limit was
exhibited by the neuron of Figure 7 (activation) for which the
best excitatory responseswere obtained with uncorrelated stereopatterns 1” x 1”in size, while larger areaswere lesseffective.
Both activation and suppressionare, in general, robust responsesthat are unaffected by pixel density or by the relative
numbersof correlated and uncorrelated pixels. Impulse activity
of essentiallyidentical magnitude and temporal characteristics
may be evoked, from any one neuron, by textures of different
luminance and bright/dark pixel distributions (Figs. 6, 7). The
differencesbetweencorrelogramsof different pixel density may
be better appreciated by considering the 2 extreme conditions
usedin theseexperiments: at the lowest bright dot density (lo/o),
there is 1dot/deg2in the visual field of eacheyefor every display
frame (15 msec);during the period of uncorrelation, the left and
right singledots in the test area match, on average, only once
every 100 frames. At the highest dot density (50%), each eye
sees50 dot/degXrame; during presentationof randomly uncorrelatedfields, 25 left-eye dots and 25 right-eye dots are matched,
whereasthe other 25 in each eye are not. Under conditions of
anticorrelation (Fig. l), all dots in the test areaare unmatched.
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Neurons tested for correlation sensitivity were analyzed separately for the coarsespatialarrangementof their receptive field,
for ocular dominance, and orientation and direction selectivity.
A classificationas“complex” (C) and “simple” (S) wasobtained
for 208 neurons (Vl = 165, V2 = 30, V3-V3A = 13) by comparing the spatial arrangement and characteristics of the binocular responsesevoked by narrow bright and dark barsmoving
acrossthe neuron’s responsefield (Bishop et al., 1971; Schiller
et al., 1976a; Kulikowski et al., 1981). The complex-to-simple
ratio (C:S) for the whole samplewassimilar to that reported by
Schiller et al. (1976a), for area Vl, about 1.5:1. Complex neurons, however, were more frequent than simpleneuronsamong
the correlation-sensitive cells; the C:S ratio was 7:l for the activation neurons but only 1.6:1 for those responding with
suppression.Correlation-insensitive neurons were equally distributed between simple and complex cells (Table 2). The ma-
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Figure
6. Suppression
responses to
binocular uncorrelation. Replicas ofthe
impulse activity of 4 neurons during
presentation of binocularly correlated
(C) and uncorrelated (U) random-dot
stereopatterns. These examples were
selected to illustrate different degrees of
activation by correlation. Three stimulus conditions are shown for each neuron, 5 replications for each condition.
The neuron’s response was largely independent of the extent of the area of
uncorrelation and of the amount of
mismatch. However, too small an areas
was commonly ineffective. This was the
case for all neurons when tested with
areas of uncorrelation the size of their
“optimal” contrast bar (given below).
Indeed, for neuron B even a 1” x 1”
stimulus evoked suppressive responses
clearly smaller than those evoked by a
2” x 2” or larger stimuli. Neuron A was
in VI, the other 3 neurons in V2. All
neurons had a balanced ocularity and
were orientation sensitive and directionally selective. Their receptive field
centers were located between 1.2” and
2.4” from the vertical meridian. The optimal contrast bar size, orientation and
speed of motion for each neuron were
as follows: A = 1.1” x 0.2”, 130”, 4”/
set; B = 2.6”

x 0.3”,

25”, 6Vsec;

C =
x

1.5” x 0.2, 125”, 3%ec; D = 2.2”
0.20, 900, 4Vsec.

jority of correlation neurons gave responsesof similar amplitude, or no responseat all, to monocular stimulation of left and
right eye with luminous bars. Ocular balanceobtained for correlation neurons in V2 and V3-V3A, where it is typical of the
generalpopulation (Baizer et al., 1977;Poggioand Fischer, 1977;
Zeki, 1978a,b; Baizer, 1982; Burkhalter and Van Essen,1986)
but alsoin area V 1, where ocular unbalanceis more frequently
found (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Schiller et al., 1976b; Poggio
and Fischer, 1977; PO&o, 1984; Burkhalter and Van Essen,
1986). Similar observationswere made for directional selectivity, correlation neuronsbeingmore frequently bidirectional than
directionally selective in all 3 areasstudied. The vast majority
of neurons were orientation sensitive, although the tuning was
usually rather broad (Poggio et al., 1977). None of thesefunctional properties has any association with the binocular responsesto disparity or correlation.
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Figure 7. Activation responses to binocular uncorrelation. Replicas of impulse activity of a complex neuron
(HN.07) in area Vl, insensitive to positional disparity (flat). The optimal
contrast bar was 0.6” x 0.1” in size,
orientation,
115”; speed of stimulus
motion, 4”/sec. Correlated patterns (c)
were shown during the period that includes the time before key down (K) and
between it and the presentation of the
uncorrelated square (U, at t = 0), a time
during which the monkey was actively
fixating the target. No excitatory effects
are evident, and conditions of binocular correlation appear not to influence
the activity of this cell, whereas uncorrelated figures evoke evident excitatory
responses. The upperpart of the figure
shows that uncorrelated patterns evoke
larger responses when relatively small
in size (1” x 1”) than when larger, a rare
occurrence for large uncorrelated images were generally as much or more
effective than smaller ones. The lower
part ofthe figure illustrates that the density of bright pixels was not an important parameter for determining the response amplitude or its characteristics.

Position-disparity selectivity
A substantial proportion
of neurons
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Table 2. Relation between receptive field type (bar stimuli) and
response to uncorrelated stereopatterns

Response to
uncorrelation

Receptive field
Complex
Simple
(‘3
6)

Total

Activation
Suppression
No response
Total

43
16
67
126

49
26
133
208

6
10
66
82

,

K

responsesto horizontal binocular disparity. The amplitude and nature of the responsevaries along the disparity dimension and determinesthe disparity
sensitivity profile of the cell (Poggio and Fischer, 1977; Poggio
and Talbot, 1981; Maunsell and Van Essen,1983; Poggio, 1984;
macaque

loxlo

Ratio
c:s
7.2
1.6
1.0

C

0

U

1
500
msec

Poggioet al., 1985b; Burkhalter and Van Essen,1986; Felleman
and Van Essen,1987;Hubel and Livingstone, 1987).Two major
typesof position-disparity selectivity have beenrecognized:tuned
and reciprocal. The responseprofile of tuned neurons is characterized by binocular facilitation (tuned excitatory, TE) or binocular suppression(tuned inhibitory, TI) over a narrow range
of disparities, usually with opposite responsesat one or both
sidesof maximum. The responseprofile of reciprocal neurons,
on the other hand, is typically asymmetrical about the zero
disparity, somecellsgiving excitatory responsesover a more or
lessextensive range of crosseddisparities and inhibitory responsesover a similar rangeof uncrosseddisparities(near neurons, NE), other cellsdisplaying the reverseresponsebehavior,
facilitation to uncrossedand suppressionto crosseddisparities
(far neurons, FA). A small number of disparity-sensitive cells
have responseprofiles that cannot be assignedwith certainty to
one of the above types (nonclassified,nc). The term flat (FL)
describesthose neurons that give the sameresponseat all disparities.
Figure 8 showsexamplesof the disparity-selectivity profiles
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Figure 8. Disparity sensitivityprofilesof neuronsin areasVl, V2, andV3-V3A of monkeyvisual cortex. Tunedzero (TO)excitatory neurons

give maximalresponses
to binocularimagesof zerodisparity.The tunedinhibitory (rr) neuronsarefunctionallyreciprocalto the TOneuron,their
activity beingsuppressed
ratherthan facilitatedover a narrowrangeof horizontaldisparitiesaboutandincludingzero disparity.The examplesof
the tunedfar (7’0 and tunednear(TN) both showmaximalfacilitatory responses
at 0.4”of disparity,uncrossed
andcrossed,
respectively,andan
inhibitory tail toward the zero disparity. Far (FA) and near (NE) neuronsarecharacterizedby a continuous,smooth,gradualtransitionfrom
maximalexcitationto maximalinhibition, with the midpointof response
activity alongthedisparitydomain,at or very closeto the zerodisparity.
All profileswereconstructedby plottingmeanresponse
magnitude(impulses/set)
versushorizontalbinoculardisparity(degarc) of a brightbar of
“optimal” spatiotemporal
configurationoscillatingsidewaysacrossthe neuron’sreceptivefield. The bar’slengthrangedfrom 1” to 3”, its width
from 0.1” and0.3”. Rateof movementrangedbetween2 and8”/sec.For eachneuron,the response
profilesto both directionsof stimulusmotion
are shown,with the fiZZedsquares representing
the responses
to one directionandthe opensquares the responses
to the diametricallyopposite
direction. Vertical bars indicate + 1 SEM. Linesarefitted to the data pointsby eye.The responses
to monocularstimulationare shownby the
horizontal lines acrossthe graph,identifiedat eachendby the appropriatedirectionalsquaresymbols:broken line, left eye(L); dotted line, right
eye CR).

of cortical neurons that we have identified in areasin V 1, V2,
and V3-V3A of the alert macaque. The characteristicsof the
various types have been describedin some detail in previous
publications(Poggioand Fischer, 1977;Poggioand Talbot, 1981;
Poggio, 1984). The observations made in this study have confirmed our previous findings. In addition, they have revealed
differences in the correlation sensitivity of TE neurons with
different peak tuning (seebelow), suggestingthe separation of
these neurons in 2 categories: tuned excitatory neurons that
respond maximally to binocular imageswith zero or non-zero
disparity (+O.OS’), termed “tuned zero” (TO),and tuned neurons
with peak responsefacilitation for horizontal retinal disparities
greater than 0.05”, crossedor uncrossed,labeled “tuned near”
(TN) and “tuned far” (TF), respectively. The 2 subtypesof tuned
excitatory neurons differ in other functional characteristicsin
that TN/TF neuronshave broader excitatory tuning curves than
TO neurons, usually with a clear inhibitory component tailing

toward the zero disparity, and are lessfrequently directionally
sensitive. Indeed, the stereoscopicresponseproperties of TN/
TF neurons are similar to those of near/far cells, and it may
well be that there exists a continuum of disparity selectivity
profiles from the extended near/far profiles asymmetric about
the zero disparity, to thosewith tuning peaksat disparitiesoutside Panum’s region. We shall present argumentslater in this
paper in support of the notion that the stereoscopicproperties
of the TO and TN/TF types of excitatory neurons result from
different forms of binocular interaction and suggestingthat the
TN/TF type dependson neural mechanismssimilar to those
generatingthe reciprocal near/far disparity selectivity profiles.
All types of disparity-selective neurons were found in all regions of cortex we explored. Estimates of the frequencies of
occurrence of disparity-selective cells showsthat binocular interaction controls and specifiesthe activity of the neuronal population in prestriate areasto a greater degreethan in area V 1.
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for the660neuronsof thisstudy(7 monkeys)groupedwith respectto their positional
Figure 9. Plotsof the locationsof thereceptivefieldcenters
disparitysensitivity.The binoculardepthpropertiesof eachneuronweredeterminedwith stereograms
of narrowbrightbarswhosespatiotemporal
configurationhad beenadjustedto evokethe bestbinocularresponse
from the neuron.
The ratio of stereoto flat neurons in the 2-monkey samplewas
1:1 for V 1, 2: 1 for V2, and 4: 1 for the V3-V3A cortex. These
values, however, must be interpreted cautiously becauseof the
small size of the sampleand becauseof the bias introduced by
the parcellation of neurons with different functional properties
in different cortical areas (Van Essenand Zeki, 1978; 7&i,
1978b, Tootell et al., 1983;Livingston and Hubel, 1984;DeYoe
and Van Essen,1985; Shipp and Zeki, 1985; Van Essenet al.,
1986; Hubel and Livingstone, 1987).
Disparity-selective neuronsin areaV 1 are irregularly distributed, and although sometypes are found more often in some
cytoarchitectonic layers than others (e.g., tuned excitatory, especially TO, in layers 4b and 5-6) no clear-cut organization for

depth hasyet beenidentified in the striate cortex of the macaque
(Poggio, 1984). Disparity-selective neurons in V2 were found
segregatedin zones extending through the depth of the cortex
and interleaved with regionsin which no stereoneurons were
encountered. Similar observations were made by Hubel and
Livingstone (1987), who found disparity-selective neurons in
areaV2 of the monkey in the cytochromeoxidase-stained“thick”
stripes, and not in the “thin” or “pale” stripes. Neurons with
stereoscopicproperties in V3-V3A tend to occur in clusters.We
have found numerous neurons with positional disparity selectivity in nearly all penetrations in the V3-V3A cortex totaling
to 80% of the neurons studied in this region (5 l/64). Felleman
and Van Essen(1987) in the anesthetized macaqueobserved
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nearly half of the cells in V3 to be selective for positional disparity (20/46): About half of these cells were tuned excitatory

at or near the zero disparity (similar to our TO), and the others
had tuned inhibitory or asymmetric near/far profiles. We found
tuned excitatory cells in V3-V3A in a similar proportion (261
5 l), but nearly all of them were TN/TF with peak excitatory
responsesat disparities away from zero, in the range between
0.1” and 1.O”(seeFig. 10).
The topographic distribution of the centers of the receptive
fields of the neurons in the databaseof this study (660 neurons)
is shown in Figure 9. All types of disparity-selective neurons,
aswell asflat neurons, are found at all eccentricities.A possible
associationbetween peak disparity tuning and field eccentricity
was evaluated for the tuned excitatory neurons, and the results
shown in Figure 10. In the 5 monkeys in which the central 4”
of visual field were explored in area Vl , most TE neurons(62%)
were tuned to within &O.OS’of disparity and the rest (but one)

(29)

Figure IO. Plot of the disparities of
maximal excitatory response of TE
neurons versus the angular distance of
their receptive field centers from the fixation target (eccentricity). The numbers
in parentheses next to the labels for the
disparity selectivity subtypes (TN/TF
and TO) or the cortical regions (V 1, V2,
and V3-V3A) represent the number of
neurons in that category.

at disparitiesaround +O. l-0.2” (Fig. lOA). Stereo-tunedneurons
with peak binocular facilitation at disparities larger than 0.05”,
crossedor uncrossed,were isolated mainly in extrastriate areas.
Figure 1OBshowsthe relation betweentuning and eccentricity
for 3 samplesof similar size gathered in Vl, V2, and V3-V3A.
Tuned cells for larger disparitieswere observedat all eccentricities between 2” and 10”.Neurons with peak tuning at disparities
greater than 0.1” were a minority in area Vl (14/3 l), increased
in V2 (21/30), and were common in V3 (23/26). The sample
from the V3-V3A region was of neuronswith field eccentricity
larger than 4”, whereasmost of the neurons in Vl and V2 had
more central receptive fields. These limited observations provide no evidence of a strict relation between eccentricity and
stereotuning,but showsthat in fovea1 striate cortex there exist
a large population of neurons tuned for zero or near-zero disparities.
The general organization of the receptive fields of 140 dis-
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Table 3. Relationship between positional disparity sensitivity and
correlation sensitivity for 360 neurons tested in Vl, V2, and V3-V3A
Image
correlation

Position disparity
Yes
No

Yes
No

27% (95)
22% (80)
49% (175)

16% (59)
35% (126)
51% (185)

43% (154)
57% (206)
100% (360)
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Figure II.
1Histogram of the frequency of occurrence of suppression
(stippled) and activation (clear) responses to image uncorrelation among
neurons with different position-disparity
selectivity. The labels above
indicate the type of disparity profile. The numbers under TE show the
disparity (in deg) at which the tuned excitatory neurons gave maximal
excitatory responses. The figures below the histogram indicate, for each
disparity type, the number of correlation-sensitive cells (COR) and the
total number of cells tested (TO7).

parity-selective neuronsas “simple” or “complex” was derived
by comparing the binocular responsesevoked by moving narrow
bars of opposite contrast, as describedabove. The distribution
of disparity-sensitive types, both tuned and reciprocal weresimilar among simple cells (59) and complex cells(8 l), and we saw
no evidence of any functional relation betweensimple/complex
properties and disparity-sensitivity profiles for bar patterns. We
have already indicated, though, this not to be the casefor correlation-sensitive neurons, of which nearly 80% had complex
receptive field properties.
Image correlation and positional disparity
Correlation sensitivity may be part of the functional repertoire
of disparity-selective neurons as well as of flat neurons. An
analysis of the relation between disparity selectivity and image
correlation sensitivity was conducted on a sampleof 360 neurons studied quantitatively in Vl (277) V2 (5 l), and V3-V3A
(32). These2 neural propertiesare not independentofeach other
(x2 p = 0.000 1): The number of neuronsthat respondeddifferentially to correlated and uncorrelated imagesand to positionally disparate stimuli, as well as the number of neurons that
respondedto neither, were significantly greater than the numbers predicted by chance association.Table 3 gives the distribution of the sensitive (yes) and insensitive (no) cells: 35% of
the neuronslacked both properties; 38% of them displayed sen-

sitivity for one type of stimulus and not for the other. The
remaining neurons (27%) signaled correlation as well as disparity; the vast majority of theseneuronswere disparity-tuned
neurons (82195) especiallytuned excitatory.
We have observed a consistentrelation amongthe tuned excitatory neurons between peak tuning and responseto uncorrelation. The nature and extent of this relation are illustrated
by the histograms of Figure 11. Of the correlation-sensitive
neurons,all thosewith disparity tuning within +0.05” responded to uncorrelation with suppression;all neuronswith disparity
tuning at kO.20” or larger respondedwith activation. Neurons
with peak disparity about +0.10”-0.20” split in their response
behavior: half respond to uncorrelation with suppressionand
the other half with excitation. On the assumptionthat the peak
tuning value assignedto theseneuronsmay reflect experimental
and natural variability, those neuronswhoseactivity was suppressedby uncorrelation were classifiedastuned zero (TO) neurons and those that were activated as tuned near or tuned far
(TN/TF), depending on whether they respondedto crossedor
uncrosseddisparities. The responseof the tuned inhibitory neurons, whosepeak tuning was nearly always at zero or near-zero
disparity, was predictably opposite that of the tuned zero excitatory neuron; of the TI neurons, 56% respondedto uncorrelation, all with activation. Correlation sensitivity waslessfrequently observed among the reciprocal stereo neurons. About
a third of the cells with near/far disparity profile respondedto
uncorrelated images,nearly all with activation (11/l 3). Correlation sensitivity wasalso exhibited by a third of the disparityinsensitive, FL neurons;for thesealso,activation responses
were
observed 5 times more frequently than suppressionresponses.
Figure 12(left) illustratesthe typical responsesof a TO neuron
to solid bar stereograms.The range of binocular facilitation is
narrow (*O. 1”) with peak at zero disparity. Stimuli of larger
disparities, either crossedor uncrossed,have inhibitory effects.
The plot at lower right showsthe disparity sensitivity profile
for this cell. In the inset in upper right is the responseof this
neuron to stereofieldsof dynamic random dots: The neuron’s
activity is maintained at a high level aslong asthe dot patterns
are the samein the 2 eyes,but it is completely suppressed
when
the patterns are binocularly uncorrelated.
The relation between the sensitivity to positional disparity
and to contrast texture correlation for single neurons in the
visual cortex of the alert monkey is illustrated in Figure 13. It
showsthe responsesof 4 neuronsto bar stereograms(left panel)
and to dynamic random-dot correlograms(right panel). At the
top of the figure is an exampleof a neuron tuned to zero disparity
(TO) whoseactivity is suppressedby uncorrelation. It is shown
here to allow direct comparison with the other neurons illustrated: a tuned excitatory with peak responsesat -0.4“ (TN), a
tuned inhibitory neuron (TI), and a flat neuron (FL) that respondedover a large rangeof disparities. These3 neurons,like
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Figure 12. Tuned excitatory neuron in area Vl with peak response at zero disparity (FH.41). The panel at left shows a set of responses to stimuli
of different horizontal disparity, both crossed (-) and uncrossed. The stimulus was a luminous bar (100% dot density) appearing on a dark
background and moving bidirectionally at 6”/sec across the receptive field (bar size = 1.7” x 0.2”; orientation, 35” from vertical). As commonly
observed, the variability between responses at a given disparity was consistently smaller than the difference between responses at different disparities.
The disparity sensitivity profile (lowerright) was constructed by plotting the average impulse frequency occuring within a time window (300 msec)
centered on the discharge peak, vertical bars indicate + 1 SEM. Insert (upper right), Response of this neuron to dynamic random-dot correlograms.
Test area was 2” x 2”, bright dot density 20%. Thus, left and right test squares contained, on average, 32% uncorrelated (bright/dark) dot pairs,
4% bright dot pairs, and 64% dark pairs. Mean luminance of the display was 2.7 cd/m2.

all of their classes,respond to uncorrelation with activation, in
contrast to the TO neuron.
It is not clear why all neuronsthat respondto solid bar stereogramsdo not alsorespondto random-dot correlograms.Indeed,
a substantial proportion of neurons in our samplegave differential responsesto only 1 of the 2 kinds of stereo stimulation
and not to the other (139/234, or 60%) with only a minority
of 40% of cellsrespondingto both (Table 3). A larger selection
of stimuli to test the neuron’s stereo properties (short line segments of various orientation; dots or other simple figures of
different size and/or contrast, etc.) may provide explanatory
information.
Discussion
Operational properties of binocular neurons
The resultsof theseexperimentsshowthat 2 aspectsof the visual
imagesassociatedwith binocular vision, relative horizontal position and contrast correlation, interact in determining the binocular responsesof cortical visual neurons.On the basisof their
stereoscopicresponseproperties, 3 major operational groupsof
neurons may be recognized in all areasof cortex that we have
explored, Vl, V2, and V3-V3A.
Stereo-tuned neurons with peak responses
within Panum’s
region (TO, TI)
(1) A majority (67/104) of the tuned excitatory neurons responded to dynamic random-dot correlograms. Of these, all
neurons with disparity tuning peak within +3 min arc (tuned
zero neurons, TO) and half of the tuned-near and tuned-far
neurons (TN/TF) with peak binocular facilitation about +6-l 2
min arc, were characteristically suppressed
by uncorrelated pat-

terns. These neurons therefore give binocular facilitory responsesto objects located in their field of view at or about the
horopter and are silenced,in the absenceof suchobjects,by the
imagesof different objects at other depths. Earlier findings in
areaV 1of the anesthetizedcat-such asthe suppression(“veto”)
of the binocular responseby imagesat disparities larger than
optimal describedby Barlow et al. (1967) or the inhibitory interaction reported by Bishop et al. (197 1) with imagemisalignment-may be the samephenomenon. (2) Half (15/27) of the
neuronswith disparity selectivity profiles oppositeto that of the
TO neurons (tuned inhibitory neurons, TI) responded to dynamic random-dot patterns. All theseneuronswere suppressed
by binocular texture correlation and activated by uncorrelation.
These tuned excitatory and tuned inhibitory neurons that
respondover a narrow disparity range centeredat or near zero
disparity may be regardedas contributing in a complementary
way in the neural definition of the horopter and of Panum’s
fusional area.The TO neuronsare activated and the TI neurons
are suppressedby objects about the fixation distance and, reversing their response,respectively inhibited and excited by
nearer or farther objects. The ongoing activity of these2 functional setsof neurons,the dischargingand the silent ones,may
provide the basic substratefor fine stereopsis(Bishop and Henry, 1971; Poggioand Fischer, 1977) and may representthe essential mechanismsfor binocular singlevision, carrying information for fusional mechanisms,both sensoryand motor.
Stereo-tunedneuronsat larger disparitiesand neuronswith
reciprocal disparity selectivity (TN/TF, NE/FA)
A subsetof the tuned excitatory neurons with peak binocular
facilitation at disparities at about ?6-12 min arc, and all those
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Figure 13. Replicas of responses of 4 cortical neurons to binocular disparity (stereograms) and binocular correlation (correlograms). Left, Three
sets of responses for each neuron to stereograms of different disparities: 0.4” crossed (-), 0.4” uncrossed, and 0”. The stereograms were constructed
with bars of intensified dots (luminance = 14.4 cd/mz) adjusted in spatiotemporal configuration, and they appeared against a background chosen
for optimal binocular responses: a dark background for fop and bottom examples or a background of dynamic random noise (mean luminance 2.7
cd/ml) for the 2 middle examples. The 4 neurons had different stereoscopic selectivities: TO, tuned excitatory at zero disparity (area V 1); TN, tuned
excitatory near, peak response at -0.4” of disparity (V2); TZ, tuned inhibitory with peak at 0” of disparity (Vl); FL, disparity-insensitive neuron,
unidirectional (Vl). Right, Impulse activity in response to presentation of random-dot stereopairs alternating between image correlation (C) and
image uncorrelation (U). The TO neuron is suppressed by binocularly uncorrelated dot patterns and strongly activated by correlated ones. All other
neurons respond in the opposite fashion: activation by uncorrelation and no excitatory response (suppression?) to correlation. The correlograms
were constructed with square areas (size 2” x 2”; dot density, 50%; mean luminance, 7.0 cd/m3 centered on the neuron’s receptive fields and
surrounded by a correlated background of the same density.

with tuning at disparities larger than f 12 min arc, responded
to binocularly
uncorrelated
images with activation and never
with suppression.
A similar activation
by uncorrelation
was
observed in about 30% of the neurons with extended, reciprocal
disparity profiles. For all these TN/TF
and NE/FA neurons,
however, the responses to uncorrelated
images were usually
smaller, and never larger, than the responses evoked by correlated images at the optimal excitatory disparity. This may indicate that these responses are the responses to those elements
of the uncorrelated
stereopair that occur with the correct excitatory disparity for the neuron. It may be that the depth response

profile of all these cells is determined
chiefly by positional disparity sensitivity, with image contrast correlation playing a less
specific role in the stereo selectivity of these cells. Whether the
asymmetrical
inhibitory component of the response profile that
is characteristic of NE/FA neurons, and is often present for TN/
TF neurons (Fig. 8), is evoked by disparities opposite in direction to those evoking excitation remains to be investigated.
Under conditions
of normal binocular
vision, these neurons
would maintain
a certain level of activity in the absence of
stimuli within their “stereoscopic
response field” (Poggio and
Talbot, 198 1) and will respond with an increase or decrease of
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activity to objects of appropriate configuration located at different depths within their space of receptive field binocular interaction. These populations of TN/TF and NE/FA neurons
may operate in the neural processing leading to coarse stereopsis
(Bishop and Henry, 197 1; Poggio and Fischer, 1977) as well as
part of the system controlling binocular vergence. Moreover,
the near/far neurons could effectively contribute to or indeed
determine stereoacuity by signaling small disparity changes
through their finely graded response transition from suppression
to facilitation about the fixation distance (Poggio, 1984).
Disparity-insensitive

neurons

(FL)

About 25% of the “flat” neuronsthat were testedfor correlation
sensitivity respondedto uncorrelation with an increaseof their
impulse activity. FL cells were only rarely (5%) suppressedby
uncorrelated visual patterns. The functional role of the FL cells
in stereopsis,if any, is not understood.
Neural mechanisms of stereopsis
The experimental evidence provided by this and other studies
suggeststhat the stereoscopicproperties of binocular neurons
in the visual cortex dependsupon an orderly arrangement of
the inputs from left and right eyes to the cortical cell, an arrangement that provides for a precisebinocular matching of the
receptive fields’ subregions,whether spatially in registeror disparate. This matching must be set up at the earliest stagesof
binocular convergence, and it is likely to be supported by the
spatial distribution of the geniculate terminals in the striate
cortex. Blasdeland Fitzpatrick (1984) have shownthat throughout layer IVc of the macaque there exists a finely scaledand
orderly retinotopic map of nonoriented receptive fieldsboth for
the magnocellular (IVca) and the parvicellular (IV@) inputs.
This organization could indeedprovide for the precisebinocular
registration of the receptive fields of neurons in superficial and
deeper layers of area V 1.

c

0

U, uncorrelation

(see text).

At any one time, the impulse activity of cortical neurons
reflects the interaction of the binocular inputs set up by the
relations between retinal image features and functional properties and spatial arrangement of the receptive field subregions.
For any one neuron, different matches along the position disparity domain evoke a series of responses (the neuron’s disparity
selectivity profile) as determined by the number, position, size,
and functional properties of the subregions in the receptive fields
(Ferster, 1981; Poggio and Talbot, 1981; Poggio and Poggio,
1984; Maske et al., 1986a, b).
The results of experiments on paralyzed/anesthetized cats
(Barlow et al., 1967; Nikara et al., 1968; Henry et al., 1969;
Joshua and Bishop, 1970; Bishop et al., 1971; Ferster, 1981)
suggestthat the positional disparity selectivity of cortical neurons is basedon a slight relative displacement of the neuron’s
receptive fields in the 2 eyes (receptive field disparity). Alternatively, it could be that the 2 monocular fields are in topographic registerbut with their subfieldsbinocularly “wired” for
disparity, though, for any one neuron, not necessarilyall for the
samedisparity. Dow et al. (198 1) have been able to define the
extent of the binocular responsefield of cortical neuronsin the
alert monkey in a reproducible manner to within a few minutes
of arc. In our experience,however, manual mapping has given
resultsthat were sufficiently variable to blur possiblesmall differencesbetween the outlines of the 2 monocular fields and
between them and the binocular field. We were unable, therefore, to establishdirectly receptive field disparity, or its nature.
It may be assumed,however, that for disparity tuned cells,
whether excitatory or inhibitory, the “optimal” match obtains
when retinal imagesand receptive fields are in spatial register,
and these conditions of maximal binocular correlation evoke
maximal binocular responses(Bishop et al., 1971; Maske et al.,
1986a,b). For the near/far stereoscopicneurons, on the other
hand, we do not know which of the responses
along the disparity
domain is associatedwith the exact registration of fields and
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images, nor do we know whether the receptive fields of these
neurons in the 2 eyes are positionally corresponding or disparate. Ferster (198 1) interpreted the disparity selectivity profile
of near/far neurons in the anesthetized and paralyzed cat as due
to an opponent ocular unbalance between the inputs from the
2 eyes, originating from positionally disparate response field,
one excitatory and the other inhibitory. The spatial arrangement
of the receptive fields of disparity-selective neurons in the alert
macaque is yet to be determined.
Our observations show that similar proportions of simple and
complex neurons are sensitive to the binocular disparity of narrow contrast bars. We have obtained no evidence of any association between simple/complex properties and disparity sensitivity profiles. The receptive fields ofsimple cells are composed
of adjacent and overlapping On and Off subregions that can be
shown directly with stationary flashing bars or revealed with
moving edges that evoke a series of response peaks in a one-toone correspondence with the subregions. In the striate area,
simple fields are usually composed of 2-4 subregions (Hubel
and Wiesel, 1962, 1968; Schiller et al., 1976a; Mullikin et al.,
1984a; Camarda et al., 1985a, b; Maske et al., 1985) but cells
have been described whose fields include up to 6 excitatory
regions alternating in space with up to 7 inhibitory regions (Mullikin et al., 1984b). The structure of the receptive fields of complex cells is more difficult to determine because these fields do
not have directly recognizable On and Off subregions. The notion that the fields of complex cell also were composed of subunits was first advanced by Hubel and Wiesel (1962) who hypothesized that complex cells receive their input from a series
of spatially adjacent simple cells. Subfields in complex cells have
been identified on the basis of the responses obtained with sinusoidal gratings of different spatial frequency (Movshon et al.,
1978; Glezer et al., 1980) or random-luminance bar patterns
(Emerson et al., 1987).
There is suggestive evidence that an even finer binocular “wiring” may exist as shown by the disparity selectivity of a many
cortical neurons for dynamic random-dot stereograms despite
the abundant ambiguous matches between dots that are possible
in these stereopatterns (Julesz, 1960, 197 1; Poggio, 1980, 1984;
Poggio et al., 1985a). The size and number of the subregions of
the simple receptive fields are likely to provide too coarse a
binocular pairing for supporting a mechanisms for the detection
of the correct disparity in random-dot stereograms. Indeed, nearly
all neurons responding to random-dot stereograms are complex
neurons (Poggio, 1984; Poggio et al., 1985b) whose receptive
field structure is more detailed than that of the simple cells.
This could result, for example, by the convergence of inputs
from simple cells, as in the hierarchical model of cortical organization of Hubel and Wiesel(l962)
but other arrangements
making up a “complex” field are clearly possible; moreover,
this arrangement need not be, for any one neuron, unique and
fixed. Poggio and Poggio (1984) have suggested a schema of
binocular matching that is based on a disparity organization
that includes sets of discrete and numerous receptive sites in
the receptive field of one eye “gated” with a similar set of appropriate positional disparity in the other eye. The size of the
subfields should be of the order of the size of the associated
monocular receptive fields at the cortical input (layer IVc).
On these considerations, models of neural organization may
be suggested to account for the experimentally observed disparity selectivity. They are based on known aspects of synaptic
interaction: linear summation between distant excitatory and

inhibitory synapses followed by a threshold (and gates) and
nonlinear shunting inhibition of proximal synapses upon excitation at nearby distal synapses (AND-NOT
gates) (Rall, 1964;
Koch et al., 1983). These types of models assume that the inputs
from the 2 eyes in area Vl are in a precise and detailed retinotopic register; that spatially matched subfields in left and right
eyes signal either opposite luminous contrasts, bright (On) and
dark (Off), or the same contrast (bright or dark for both eyes),
and that these signals act in parallel at numerous independent
synaptic subunits throughout the neuron’s dendritic tree.
TO and TI neurons
Tuned excitatory and tuned inhibitory neurons whose binocular
inputs are matched for zero or near-zero disparities may derive
their stereoscopic properties from a shunting type (AND-NOT)
of synaptic interaction (Fig. 14). A model based on such a mechanism has been devised by Nishihara and Poggio (see Koch and
Poggio, 1987) to account for the responses of tuned neurons to
edges. It can be expanded upon to interpret the responses of
these neurons to binocular contrast correlation and their typical
insensitivity to monocular stimulation. With on this model,
neurons receiving inputs evoked by opposite stimulus contrasts
in the 2 eyes would respond with excitation to identical (brightbright or dark-dark depending on which contrast is excitatory)
binocular matches (one eye excites, the other does not inhibit)
and with suppression to bright-dark matches (the inhibitory
input shunts off excitation). Moreover, neurons with this organization would give excitatory responses to binocularly correlated images (edges or random-dot patterns) and suppressive
responses to uncorrelated images. Finally, these neurons would
give little or no responses to monocular stimulation for if the
inhibitory eye only is illuminated, it would have no visible
synaptic effect at the cortical neuron, and if the excitatory eye
is stimulated, its effects will be vetoed by shunting inhibition
evoked from the not-seeing (dark!) eye. These response properties are typical of the tuned excitatory neurons, specifically of
the tuned zero neurons (TO).
Those cells, on the other hand, at which the binocular synaptic
inputs signal the same contrast in both eyes would be inhibited
by bright-bright (or dark-dark) binocular matches and excitated
by bright-dark matches. These neurons would give suppressive
responses to binocularly correlated edges or random-dot patterns, activated by uncorrelated images, and generally have an
unbalanced ocularity, responding with excitatory to stimulation
of one eye only. These response properties are characteristics
of the tuned inhibitory neurons (TI).
Anderson and Van Essen (1987) have considered a similar
AND-NOT synaptic input arrangement for a model of a “shifter” mechanism that would maintain dynamically the disparity
relation between binocular response fields by compensating for
the sizable shifts in eye vergence (and associated changes in the
relative positions of the fields in the 2 eyes). This model also
rests on the massive and orderly inputs from the lateral geniculate nucleus to layer IVc of the striate area. Because of this
common basis, the shifter model could be easily merged with
the disparity model outlined above to account for the observed
response behavior of stereo neurons in the alert, behaving macaque, at least for TO/T1 type cells.
TN/TF and NE/FA neurons
No similar straightforward
mechanisms can be offered for the
binocular response of disparity selective neurons, whether ex-
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citatory tuned at larger disparities (>0.2”) or with reciprocal
response profiles. On the other hand, a number of schemata can
be put together for these cells based on synaptic arrangements
of the binocular input subunits at the neuron’s dendritic tree.
These include both types of synaptic gates, shunting and summing, AND-NOT
and AND-like.
Since all logical operations
can be synthesized simply in terms of these gates, all sort of
arrangements using “synaptic logic” (Koch and Poggio, 1987)
can be devised to construct disparity sensitivity profiles such as
those exoerimentallv observed for these neurons. Rall et al.
(1967) have pointedbut that shunting occurs between synapses
located near each other, whereas linear summation takes place
at widely separate locations. It is of interest to consider that for
neurons with TO or TI stereo nronerties. binocular interaction
is elicited from subfields(or receptive zones) with identical or
nearly identical retinal topography, and thus are possibly projecting their inputs to adjacent synaptic terminals on the binocular neuron’s dendrite. On the other hand, binocular interaction for tuned far and tuned near neurons, and even more so
for the near and far neurons, takes place over a larger extent of
retina, as shown by the wider range of effective disparities,and
therefore between spatially separatedretinal regionswhoseinputs may reach synapsesat relatively distant locations on the
neuron’sdendritic tree. Whether thesespeculationscanbe tested
experimentally is unclear at this time.
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